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The importance of ditches

This time of year, I reminisce a great deal. When I see winter-dormant plant life, it reminds me of when fresh produce begins appearing on store shelves and farmers are tuning up tractor starters doing traffic as farmers trade out the dormant fields of the winter. This reminds me of my childhood.

My significant other farmed all of his life and we often share memories of growing up with an appreciative spirit for value and a respect for work ethics and nurtured a love for the land. The childhoods we grew up with tempered by loving mothers, worked hard, learned discipline and grew up with an appreciation for value and a respect for work ethics and nurtured a love for the land. The childhoods we grew up with tempered by loving mothers, worked hard, learned discipline and tempered by loving mothers, worked hard, learned discipline and.

Since it's going to get a ditch back to proper flow, it presents an aesthetic quality and a water quality. The state will begin investigating the storm water runoff entering the stateline streams and streams. The key words to keep in mind are “water quality.” The state wants to make sure those pollutants from our streets and parking lots are not making our way into our front yard. On Tuesday we had a council meeting to discuss the water quality problem. The city is trying to get ahead of state mandates.

We both were blessed. We worked hard, learned discipline, and grew up with an appreciative spirit for value and a respect for work ethics and nurtured a love for the land. The childhoods we grew up with tempered by loving mothers, worked hard, learned discipline and tempered by loving mothers, worked hard, learned discipline and.

Reminiscing about our roots

I learned about life through raising chickens, rabbits, and quail and working at the family dairy. Both Dean and I are blessed with memories that have made us who we are today. Memories that have made us who we are today. Memories that have made us who we are today. Memories that have made us who we are today. Memories that have made us who we are today.